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A Dickson near-ring N = (Ii, +, ., 0) is a set R with three binary opera- 
tions +, ., and 0 such that (R, +, .) is a ring and (R, +, 0) is a near-ring 
in which the multiplication o is derived from the ring multiplication in a 
certain manner. A morphism between Dickson near-ring is a map 4 which 
preserves the operations. In this paper we investigate the following questions; 
if Nr and Na are Dickson near-rings and 1,4 : Nr + N, is a ring morphism, 
when is 16 a near-ring morphism ? If # : Nr -+ N, is a near-ring morphism, 
when is # a ring morphism? (The first question, relative to fields and near- 
fields is investigated by Pokropp in [3].) 
Dickson near-rings were introduced in [2]. For the sake of completeness, 
a few definitions and remarks are repeated in Section 1. For definitions and 
basic concepts of near-ring theory needed in this paper, the reader is referred 
to [2]. 
In Section 2 of this paper we answer the above questions under suitable 
hypotheses. 
In Section 3 we restrict our attention to Dickson near-rings obtained 
from S-rings and, in particular, to near-rings of polynomials. Here, “stronger” 
answers to our questions are obtained. 
In the final section examples are given which indicate that in a certain 
sense our answers are the best possible. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
For any ring R, the semigroup of ring endomorphisms (monomorphisms, 
epimorphisms, automorphisms) is denoted by End R (Mon R, Epi R, Aut R). 
We follow the usual convention of adjoining a zero to a semigroup. That is, 
we define End,, R to be End R if OR E End R and End, R to be End R u (0,) 
otherwise. Similar considerations are given to Mona R, Epi, R, and Aut, R. 
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If # : R + S is a homomorphism between rings (near-rings) with identities, 
we require that 4 map the identity of R to the identity of S. 
DEFINITION 1.1. [2] A near-ring N = (R, +, 0) is said to be a Dickson 
near-ring (D.n.r.) if there exists a ring (R, +, ,) and a semigroup morphism 
4 : (R, 0) -+ End, R (u + I#~) such that 4s = 0, and a 0 b = a$,, . b for all 
a. bER. 
DEFINITION 1.2. [2] A function 9 : R + End,, R(u -&J is called a 
coupling map for the ring R if &-, = OR and $a 0 &, = +a*,+, .
If Jo is a coupling map for R = (R, +, .), then (R, +, 0) is a D.n.r. 
when 0 is defined by a o b = a& ’ b, a, b E R. The near-ring (R, +, 0) is said 
to be coupled with R by 4. 
THEOREM 1.3. [2] A near-ring N is a D.n.r. t> N is coupled with a ring R. 
Notation. In the remainder of this paper we use “0” and ‘I*” to denote 
multiplications obtained via coupling maps. If R is a ring with coupling 
map 4 then R@ denotes the coupled D.n.r. Also, for any ring R, R* denotes 
the set R - (0) while R+ denotes the additive group of R. 
2. MORPHISMS OF DICKSON NEAR-RINGS 
In this section R E (R, f, .) and S = (S, f, .) will denote rings with 
coupling maps 4 and 0 respectively. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. If R*+ C Epi R and # : Rf + S+ is a group morphism 
then R*+ C Aut R. If Se has no divisors of zero and I,!J is an isomorphism then 
tlbll E Mon S, for all b E R*. 
Proof. If a, b E R* then &d,.b = +a o & E Epi R. Hence a 4 Ker &, . For 
the second statement, let y E Ker 6& , b E R*. For some x E R, x# = y. 
Thus 0 = ye,, = y 0 8+ ’ b# = x4 * b$ where t is the multiplication in Se. 
Therefore X/J = 0 which in turn implies x = 0 and consequently y = 0 as 
desired. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let $I : R+ - Sf be a group morphism such that for all b E R, 
the following diagram commutes 
R+“-S+ 
(4 
R+ ---% Sf. 
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If 4 is a ring morphism then 4 is a near-ring morphism from R” to Se. 
Proof. For a, b E R, (a 0 b)z,b = (aCb b)# = a&,# . b# = a&,, . bq4 = a# * b#. 
The converse of this lemma is not true; for if we choose R to be the zero 
ring on the group of integers 2, S to be the usual ring of integers, # = 1, and 
#J = 19 = zero coupling map, then (A) is commutative, R* and Se are iso- 
morphic but 4 is not a ring isomorphism. 
THEOERM 2.3. If R*+ C Epi R and I/ : R+ + S+ is a group monomorphism 
such that R*# has no divisors of zero (in S) then any two of the.following imply 
the other: 
(i) /J is a ring morphism, 
(ii) I/ is a near-ring morphism, 
(iii) &# = @&, for all b E R. 
(Condition (iii) can be restated as 
(iii)’ the following diagram commutes 
RX R-R x Epi,Rz--+R 
1 *X* 1 
* 
S x SA’+S x End,S--lit S 
where (a, f )x = af. 
Proof. [(i) & (ii) =+ (iii)]. For a, b E R, (a 0 b)$ = a# * b$ = a@,,b#. 
Also (a 0 b)# = (a& . b)# = a#,,# * b#. If b # 0 then b# f 0 which implies 
a~,@,, = UCJ~&. Since a is arbitrary this is (iii). 
[(ii) & (iii) * (i)]. For a, b E R, b f 0 there exists c E R such that c& = a. 
Hence (a . b)# = (c&, . b)# = (c 0 b)# = c# * b# = c#&, . b# = c&,# . b# = 
a# ’ b#. 
[(i) & (iii) =+- (ii)]. This is contained in Lemma 1. 
In Section 4 we give examples which show that under the given hypotheses 
the result of the above theorem is the best possible in the sense that no one 
of the conditions implies the other two. 
3. MORPHISMS OF D.N.R. OBTAINED FROM S-RINGS 
A ring R E (R, +, .) with identity 1 is said to be a S-ring if there exists a 
function S : R + 2 u { - ok} satisfying 
(1) 6(X) = --co ox = 0 
(2) S(XY) = s(x) + S(Y), X,Y E R. 
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We note that this is a slightly more general definition than that given in [2] 
but does however agree with the S-rings given in Example E, Section 6 of [2]. 
Let T : R + R be any automorphism of R where, as usual, To = lR , 
Tn = T o Tn-l, T-n = (T-l)” for any n > 1. For completeness, we define 
T-” = OR . Also, we let ) T ; denote the order of T; i.e., 1 T j is the smallest 
positive integer h such that Th = lR if such an integer exists. Otherwise 
/T(=O. 
We now choose an arbitrary but fixed automorphism T with the additional 
property that S(a) = S(aT*@)) modulo / T i where a, b E R, b # 0. The map 
qb: R+AutoR given by a++, = T 6(a) is then a coupling map for R and 
hence we have a D.n.r. denoted (R, T, 6). 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let R be a S-ring with an element x’ such that 6(x’) = 1 
and let T : R + R be a ring automorphism. The map 4 : R -+ Aut, R (a + T6’“)) 
is a coupling map for R o for all a E R, S(a) = S(aT) module / T I. 
Proof. If q5 is a coupling map then 4, 0 q$, = +aQb.b implies that 
TW = TS(aT6”’ ) for all a, b E R, b # 0 and if b is chosen such that S(b) = 1 
the result follows. Conversely if S(a) = S(aT) modulo 1 T j for all a E R then 
S(a) = S(aT-l) mod 1 T 1, a E R. Hence by induction S(aTm) = S(a) mod I T 1 
for all a E R, m E 2. In particular for a, b E R, b # 0, S(a) 3 S(aTS@)) mod ) T j 
and this implies the result. 
Recall that the Kern of a near-ring N is the set of distributive elements 
in N. In the next proposition we obtain a slight generalization of Theorem 8.1 
of [2]. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. 1j (R, T, 6) is a D.n.r. with some x’ E R such that 
1 = 6(x’) = 6(x’ + 1) then d E Kern(R, T, 6) t> dT = d. 
The proof of Proposition 3.2 is similar to the corresponding theorem in 
[2] and is omitted. 
We now show that, in the case of D.n.r. obtained from S-rings, Theorem 2.3 
can be strengthened. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let (R, TI, 6,) and (S, T2, S,) be D.n.r. obtainedfrom the 
S-rings R and S respectively and let R contain an element X’ such that 
1 = 6,(x’) = 6,(x’ + 1). If # E Hom,(R, S) such that l# = 1 and S,(a) = &,(a$) 
for all a E R then # is a near-ring morphism G $ is a ring morphism and the 
following diagram commutes 
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Proof. If # is a near-ring morphism, (a o ~)I,!J = a# * btj, a, b E R. 
Thus for a, b E R, b # 0 (aT$@) . b)# = a#T2(bb)b# and in particular 
aTp@‘+l)(x + 1) * = a#T$[@+l)~l(x’ + 1) # or (aT,x’) # + (aTI) # = 
(4) T2x’# + a@, . But (aT,x’) # = (a D x’) # = a# * X’J,!I = (a#) T, . x’# 
implies aT,# = a#T, for all a E R which is the commutivity of (B). By 
induction (T,)” # = #(T&n for all 1z E 2. Clearly (a . b) # = a# . b# if a = 0 
or b = 0. Thus we assume a # 0 # b. Since Tp@) is an automorphism, 
there exists c E R such that CT?(~) = a. Then (a . b) 4 = (CT?@) . b) $ = 
(co b)# = cz) * bt,b = c#T, Wb@)b+ = [cTp(b$)]# . b# = [cTf~(b)]# . b# = a# . ba,!t. 
Conversely for a, b E R, (a o 6) I/ = (aTp(*) . b) $ = aTp@)$ . b# = 
a#T$(b) . b$ = a#T$(b*) . b4 = a# * b+ as desired. 
In the above theorem the hypothesis that 4 is degree preserving implies 
that # is a monomorphism. Also, since S is a &-ring, S*# has no divisors 
of zero in S. Thus the above proof could have been modified slightly by 
appealing to Theorem 2.3. 
Let F be a field of characteristic zero and as usual F[h] denotes the domain 
of polynomials over F with indeterminant X while F(h) denotes the field of 
rational functions in h. Hence an element of F(h) is of the form f/g where 
f, g E F[A] and g # 0. We define the map 8 : F(h) -+ 2 u (-00) by 
&f/d = &f 1 - J(g) w h ere 6 is the usual degree function in F[h] and note 
that F(h) is a S-ring. If T :F(h) -F(X) is the F-automorphism given by 
h --f (oh + /3, a, /3 E F, 01 # 0 then from Proposition 3.1 we obtain a D.n.r. 
(F@), T, 8) h h w ic is well-known to be a near-field. (See [l] or [6].) 
In the next corollary we generalize Satz E of [3]. We also note the need 
for the hypothesis a = b = 0 or a f 0 # b omitted in [3]. 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let F(X) be as defined above and let $I and 0 be F-auto- 
morphismsofF(h)givenby~:h-tah+b,a,bEF,a#Oande:h-tch+d, 
c, d E F, c # 0 respectively. The ring F-automorphism # : h -+ oo\ + p, LX, p E F, 
(Y # 0 is an isomorphism between the near-fields F(A)* and F(h)* o a = c and 
ord = p(a - 1) + b. 
Proof. This is immediate from Theorem 3.3 by noting that the commu- 
tivity of (B) is equivalent to the stated condition. 
We conclude this section by specializing some of the above remarks to 
near-rings of polynomials. That is, we again take a field of F of characteristic 
zero and the domain F[x] of polynomials in one indeterminant over F 
with the usual degree function 8. Let T be an F-automorphism of F[x], 
T : x -+ WC + /3, 01, /? EF, OL # 0. (See [4], p. 30.) Since S(f) = S(fT) for all 
f EF[x], we have a coupling map and hence a D.n.r. (F[x], T, 6) which we 
call a near-ring of polynomials. 
For the remainder of this section we let (F[x], T, 8) and (K[x], S, 8) denote 
near-rings of polynomials and #J : F[x]+ --f K[x]+ a group morphism. 
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LEMMA 3.5. If Z,!J is a near-ring morphism then F+ C K. 
Proof. Since # preserves identities, l# = 1. For any a E F, a # 0, 
1 = (a-la)+ = (a-r o a)$ = a-‘# * a# = a+,@W”) 3 a$. Therefore, since a# 
has an inverse in K[x], a# E K. 
COROLLARY 3.6. If 4 is a near-ring morphism, then (axp# = a$xn$ for 
all n 3 0. 
Proof. We note first that ax” = a 0 xn. Hence (ax”)+ = a+ * xn# and so 
if xn# = 0 we are finished. Otherwise, (ax”)+ = a&S6(sn*) . xn# = a$x”# 
since a# E K and S is a K-automorphism. 
If 6(x$) = 0 then for all b E F, x# - 64 E K and hence 6(x1/ - b#) = 0. 
If 6(x$) # 0 and x4 f 0 then S(x# - b$) = 6(x$). 
LEMMA 3.7. If 4 is a near-ring morphism and x$ # 0 then 6(xn#) = nS(x#) 
for all n 2 0. 
Proof. If n = 0 or n = 1 the result is obvious. We assume the lemma for 
k = n? n > 1 and let xTk = a,x + b, . Then ((x - b,) 0 x”)# = (x - b,)$ * x”# 
or ((x - b,) Tk . xk)# = (x - b,) 45 G(zk~)~k+. But (x - b,) Tk = a,x and from 
Corollary 3.6, (arx Ic+l)# = aly5xk+1$. Thus S(xk+r#) = S((x - b,) $SG@~)) + 
S(X~I,!J) = S((x - b,) 4) + 6(x”+) = 6(x+) + kS(xt/~) = (h + 1) 6(x+). The 
result follows by induction. 
COROLLARY 3.8. If # is a near-ring morphism with x4 # 0 then for any 
j = Cy=,, aixi E F[x], S( j#) = nS( f#). 
Proof f# = Cy=, ai#xi# from 3.6. Thus S(j+) = maxaGiG,{S(xi#)} = 
maxoGi&s(4)> = ns(x#). 
LEMMA 3.9. If +b is a near-ring morphism and x E Im 4 then I,!J is degree 
preserving. 
Proof. First we show that x$ # 0. For if XI/ = 0, since x” = (x+lT-l) 0 x 
for all n >, 1 we obtain xn# = (xn-lT-1) 1+5 * x# = 0. But this in turn implies 
j# E K for all j~F[x] contrary to x E Im 1+5. If g4 = x then S(g#) = 1. By the 
above corollary, S(g$) = S(g) 6(x$) which gives 6(x$) = 1 and S(j) = S( j#) 
for all j E F[x]. 
THEOREM 3.10. If (F[x], T, 6) and (K[x], S, 6) are near-rings of poly- 
nomials and 4 E Hom,(F[x], K[x]) such that x E Im z,L then # is a near-ring 
morphism o z/ is a ring morphism and T$ = #S. 
Proqf. If I# is a near-ring morphism then by 3.9, # is degree preserving. 
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Moreover S(X) = S(x + 1) = 1. By Th eorem 2.3, ZJ is a ring morphism and 
T# = Sz+G. Conversely, if # is a ring morphism and x E Im #, # is degree 
preserving and again the result follows from 2.3. 
COROLLARY 3.11. In the above theorem let F = K, T : x + ax + b, 
a, b E F, a # 0 and S : x + cx + d, c, d E F, c # 0. The F-automorphism 
# : x -+ 2x + /3, 01, /3 E F, 01 # 0 is a near-ring isomorphism o a = c and 
ad=fl(a- l)+b. 
COROLLARY 3.12. Let (F[x], T, 6) and (K[x], S, 6) be as above where 
T:x+ax+b,a,bEF,a#OandS:x+cx+d,c,dEK,c#O.If#is 
induced by a non-zero morphism z,& : F + K, i.e., 4 : Cy=, aixi --f Cy=, (ai) $xi, 
then # is a near-ring morphism o a$ = c and b$ = d. 
4. EXAMPLES 
The first three examples of this section refer to Theorem 2.3. In particular, 
we show that no one of the conditions of the theorem imply the other two 
under the stated hypotheses. 
(1) Let R = S be any integral domain, I/ = 1s , + : a - +a where 
$a=OR if a=0 and +a=lR if af0, while B:a+O,=Os. In this 
example, (i) holds but (ii) and (iii) do not. 
(2) Let K = (K, +, .) b e a finite field with 9 elements. The map 
x : K + Aut, K (a + xa) where, for x E K, 
1 
a, a=0 
xxa = x, if a is a square in K, 
X3, otherwise 
is a coupling map and the D.n.r. obtained is a near-field denoted by Ks,z 
in [5]. Moreover this near-field has 6 automorphisms (see Satz 18, p. 219 
of [5]). Since K has only two automorphisms, there is a near-field auto- 
morphism 4 which is not a ring morphism. Hence if we let R = S = K, 
4 = 0 = x and choose # as above then (ii) holds but (i) and (iii) do not. 
(3) Let R = S = (F[x], +, .> where F is a field of characteristic zero. 
Let T be any F-automorphism of F[x] and define 4 = B by 
If # : F[x]+ -+ F[x]+ is given by & aixi -+ Cy& 2aixi, then &,# = #0,, for 
all b EF[x] but # is neither a ring morphism nor a near-ring morphism. 
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We conclude with some remarks concerning the hypotheses of Theorem 2.3. 
If we relax only the requirement that # be a monomorphism to 4 being a 
morphism the resuIt is no longer true. For, let R = (Z[X], +, .>, 
S = (2, +, .) and Z/ : R + S(cy=,, aixi -+ a,). Let T be the Z-automorphism 
of R given by T : x + -x and + be the coupling map defined in example (3) 
above.If8, =Os,a ==Oand8, = ls,a#OforaESthen0:a+8,isacou- 
pling map for S. Then I/J is both a ring morphism and a near-ring morphism 
but(1+x)~2.~=(1+~)T~=((1-x)~=1while(l+x)~8,,=IB,,=0. 
Thus 44 f ~4, . 
Examples also indicate that if either one of the hypotheses “R*#J 2: Epi R” 
or “R*t+h as no divisors of zero” is omitted then the results need not hold. 
However it remains open whether or not the full strength of these hypotheses 
is needed. 
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